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ABSTRACT
Many operating systems are endowed with the ability to access every byte
of addressable memory in the processor complex. Unfortunately, a con
trol program so designed creates an exposure of the following nature:
It is possible for an errant section of operating system code to un
wittingly modify (and perhaps destroy) either its own storage or the
storage of others. This thesis addresses this problem and discusses
the design and implementation of a control program in which many such
attempts at destroying storage are detected and suppressed. This is
accomplished by placing separate control program functions in separate
virtual storages. The thesis also expounds upon the notions of pro
tection and security within the operating system itself, and details a
quasi capability mechanism that regulates the access to shared objects
and ensures the invocation of one control program function by another
is authorized.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION
1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
In many existing operating systems, all supervisory routines are pro
grammed to execute in supervisor state and have read/write access to
the entire real machine address space. This design point is an invi
tation for disaster, for such designs are capable of destroying them
selves as well as the user processes they support. Very often the cause
of a system failure cannot be detected in a design of this type; dump
analysis merely reveals the result of an earlier disaster.
Consider a failure of the following nature. Part of the routine oper
ation of an operating system module involves updating information in a
control block. The module is coded, to compute the address of a field
in the control block, and that computation uses a value that has become
invalid. (The source of corruption is not important for this illus
tration; suffice it to say the module is about to perform a calculation
using bad data.) The module performs the address calculation which
normally yields the address of the desired control block field. In this
case, the resulting address does not point at the desired object. The
module continues execution and performs its maintenance activities,
which blindly modify storage at the bad address as though it were the
desired location.
Erroneous storage accesses of this type inadvertently destroy memory
that may be allocated to some other process. The effects of this type
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of error are potentially many, and a great deal of time may pass before
any of them become visible, if ever. Note that a system failure may
not occur. However, a crash may be preferable to the potentially
widespread and pernicious effects triggered by the generation and
propagation of erroneous results. Finally, if the error eventually does
manifest itself as a system failure, any trace of the perpetrator might
be long gone.
This sort of destruction is made possible by a design that grants itself
a master storage protect key (thereby effectively bypassing
key-controlled protection facilities), and the ability to access any
location in the central store. Closer inspection of the error process
reveals a two-step sequence: 1) It was possible for a module to generate
an illegal address, and 2) It was possible for that module to modify
storage at that address, which was not allocated to it. It is unlikely
that any scheme can be devised to prevent the first step of this se
quence, and this is unfortunate, for it would preclude the second step.
The reason step one cannot be prevented is because it can occur under
two circumstances: the case in which the module is given bad data, which
it uses during address generation, or the case in which the validity
of the input data is of little relevance, for the module contains logic
errors which can generate an illegal operand address.
Until such time as programs can be verified correct, operating systems
will be vulnerable to the first step of the error process. However,
the second step of the process can be arrested, given that the under
lying hardware provides an address translation mechanism for the sup




The goal of this thesis is the design and implementation of a virtual
storage operating system that compartmentalizes control program func
tion. Each function will be encapsulated in a separate address space
and will be activated in translate (relocate) mode. This design will
effectively isolate disjoint components; consequently, programming er
rors in one component will not damage the storage of another. Unfor
tunately, there is no sure way to prevent a module from destroying its
own storage. But this system will force bounds checking on every
storage reference a module makes, and this will prevent the use of un
allocated storage that would otherwise go undetected in systems not so
designed.
A software mechanism will be provided to facilitate the transmission
of shared objects (e.g. a control block) between address spaces that
must communicate. Additional program mechanisms will ensure that com
munication of the type requested is permissible. For example, perhaps
two modules of the operating system, e.g. the I/O first-level interrupt
handler and process scheduler, are authorized by design to exit to an
other operating system routine, e.g. the dispatcher. The protection
mechanisms provided by this project would grant control transfer re
quests of this nature. But an attempt to exit to the dispatcher by an
unauthorized component would be detected and rejected. This software
authentication/authorization technique is used to construct a system
that recognizes and enforces a precisely specified control flow re
lationship among all the modules of the operating system.
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As much of the system as is possible will run in problem state, and all
system code will execute disabled for asynchronous interrupts. Careful
consideration was given to a highly interruptible design. However, the
system constructed for this project will not have the sort of realtime
characteristics or requirements that would benefit from a design of that
type, so a monolithic monitor [2] approach is adequate. While pondering
the details of an interruptible structure, I gradually came to the re
alization that although my design would be able to withstand an inter
rupt at any point, I would still be queuing a deferred activation record
for the required interrupt handler and immediately resuming the inter
rupted code. At some point in the design, I would serially dequeue each
queued request, thereby activating an interrupt handler. The net effect
of this technique is serial processing of each interrupt request. A
monolithic design achieves the same results minus the queuing logic and
save-area maintenance associated with the interruptible scheme.
Granted, an uninterruptible design may have a severely negative and/or
limiting effect on some areas of operating system performance, e.g.
input/output subsystem throughput. However, the performance of the
operating system constructed for this project is not severely hampered
by this trait and it is expected that the applicability of this approach
will be evaluated anew when applying the techniques of this project to
a system with stated performance objectives.
Thesis Objectives
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1.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND TERMINOLOGY
Further discussion of this project is likely to become most confusing
to even knowledgeable readers unless a certain amount of stage-setting
takes place. The following sections explore critical topics in detail,
aiming towards a lucid, coherent and cohesive explanation of the thesis
objectives .
1.3.1 PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT: SYSTEM/370
The term System/370 refers to the definition of a model-independent
machine architecture implemented by a wide range of computer systems
manufactured by International Business Machines Corporation. This
overwhelmingly complex architecture is painstakingly documented in IBM
System/370 Principles of Operation [4] , to which the reader is ulti
mately referred. Applications of the architecture are broad, ranging
from business to scientific settings. Its widespread use pervades the
industrial, commercial and academic sectors.
System/370 defines a myriad of obvious, obscure and arcane features.
Its salient features include sixteen general purpose registers, four
floating-point registers, sixteen control registers, a program status
word, byte-addressable storage, six interrupt classes, problem-state
and supervisor-state execution, virtual storage capabilities, and a
key-controlled storage protection scheme. References to operands in
storage are typically specified in a base register, displacement in
struction format. Most instruction formats allow for the use of an
index register as well. There are neither indirect nor program-counter
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relative addressing modes. The basic architecture incorporates 24-bit
addressing, and a fullword of storage is 32 bits, as are each of the
16 general purpose registers. Real storage is logically organized as
a linear sequence of bytes, but is physically organized, managed and
protected in 4096 byte blocks known as page frames . Pages are grouped
into segments, and segment size is customarily 16 pages. A page of
storage can contain executable code or data or both; storage is not
organized into code and data segments . The architecture also includes
various clocks and timers, the ability to selectively disable and enable
certain of the interrupt classes, multiprocessor facilities (shared
storage interlocks and processor signalling) , the ability to enter an
idle wait state, and a powerful program debugging facility
(program-event-recording) . System/370 also defines an extremely robust
input/output system based on a channel, control unit, device hierarchy.
Up to 4096 I/O devices may be installed and placed under program con
trol.
This paper will discuss particular architectural features at length
where appropriate, especially the addressing of main storage and the
processing of interrupts. Again, the reader is urged to consult [4].
1.3.2 PROCESS VERSUS ADDRESS SPACE
The notion of a process is of fundamental importance to the discussion
of operating systems. However, this convenient notion is usually de
fined only enough to give the reader an intuitive feeling as to how such
an entity might be implemented. For pedagogical purposes it is not
necessary to discuss the implementation details surrounding this
Conceptual Framework and Terminology
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all -important concept. But because this project involves the con
struction of an operating system for a System/370 environment, it is
essential to present the details of process implementation.
Attempts to define a process vary in their use of mental devices, such
as "the thing which is dispatched", or "the executing image of a pro
gram . For
"model"
definitions, see [1, 2, 6], among others. Along
with this notion of executing instructions, we are usually told that
the definition includes elements of the machine architecture that com
prise process state, i.e. an image of the machine's registers and pro
gram counter, and perhaps some logical state and descriptive data, e.g.
process name and whether it is running, ready or blocked. This state
information is necessary because seldom does a process run to completion
during its present dispatch interval; control of the machine might be
taken away from it for a variety of reasons, and the interrupted process
can be restarted from the saved state information at a later time. This
definition, or slight variations of it, are widely used and accepted.
The textbook definitions make no attempt to associate any particular
function with a process, and rightly so.
While this project supports user processes in the conventional sense,
the structure of the actual operating system is not process -oriented
but rather is monolithic. That is, this operating system consists of
a collection of address spaces (not processes), each performing a pre
cisely specified function. Conceptually, an address space is merely a
consecutive sequence of integer numbers together with the specific
transformation parameters which allow each number to be associated with
a byte location in storage [4] . The integer numbers are otherwise known
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as virtual addresses; the numbering sequence starts at zero and in
creases by one. Each virtual address designates a particular byte of
data within an address space. The data may be an instruction or part
of an instruction, or an operand or part of an operand. Thus, an ad
dress space can be said to contain a program or programs and data. If
you like, you may think of an address space as containing the program(s)
and data of a process, but a process is much more than an address space.
These two terms are not synonymous, as the following section explains.
1.3.3 THE STRUCTURE AND ROLE OF THE ADDRESS SPACE
Multiple address spaces can and do coexist in most computer systems with
virtual storage capabilities. Each address space has its own set of
virtual addresses, however this set is rarely unique. A particular
virtual address belonging to one process usually designates a real main
storage location not accessible to code running in other address spaces.
However, two or more address spaces can refer to the same real storage
locations, each by the same or perhaps different virtual addresses, if
the transformation parameters for each address space are properly con
figured. This is the technique used to accomplish code and/or data
sharing. However, this project does not make use of shared code, and
data is shared by transmitting it from one address space to another,
not by direct sharing of the type described.
An address space exists once a segment table and zero or more page ta
bles have been constructed for it in main storage. Built and maintained
by operating system software, these tables serve to establish the re
lationship between virtual and real addresses; the dynamic address
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translation (DAT) facility of the CPU refers to these tables during the
address generation process. DAT decomposes each virtual address re
ferred to by code executing in an address space, and maps the virtual
address to a corresponding real storage location. The resulting real
storage address is a function of the virtual address, the DAT trans
lation algorithm, and the information contained in the translation
(segment and page) tables. Notice that at this point, the address space
exists but has no intrinsic function; it contains neither code nor data,
and therefore certainly does not qualify as a process. However, the
address space can own resources: it has
"empty"
page frames of real
storage assigned to it. If another address space contained a loader
program, and the loader address space was given access to the same
storage frames owned by the newly created address space, it would be
possible for the loader address space to place code and data into the
storage frames of the new address space. Having done this, the loader
could give up access to the frames it momentarily shared with the new
address space, and a new executable address space would now exist in
the system.
Again, realize that an address space physically exists in a computer
system with virtual storage capabilities when a segment table has been
created for it. In System/370, a segment table consists of a contiguous
sequence of fullwords in main storage. Each fullword is called a seg
ment table entry and has a particular format to be discussed later.
In general, though, each segment table entry points at a page table,
and a page table consists of halfword entries, each pointing at a page
frame of real storage. In this system, each address space is repres
ented by a separate, unique segment table resident in main storage at
Conceptual Framework and Terminology
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all times. Therefore, the address of an address space's segment table
in real storage is fixed, and this address conveniently serves as the
identity of the address space. (In some operating systems, memory
management routines shuttle translation tables between main and auxil
iary (disk) storage over time. Under such a scheme the address of a
segment table is not fixed. The operating system constructed for this
thesis identifies each of the address spaces in the system by segment
table address. Having these addresses remain static simplifies pro
gramming requirements and avoids the added time required to move the
tables and update the changing segment table addresses.)
This is another perfect point at which to compare and contrast process
with address space. In general, a process will consist of an address
space as described, and will have an associated appendage located
elsewhere in real storage for the storage of state information. In
addition to state information, the appendage will most likely contain
a pointer to the process segment table. Typically, each appendage re
presents the existence of a process, and the appendages are chained
together forming a master list of all the processes in the system. In
such a system there is usually a process dispatcher that has access to
this master list, and its function is to search the list looking for a
dispatchable candidate. Once found, the resources of the machine are
turned over to this candidate; the candidate process is said to be
dispatched. In popular architectures providing virtual storage capa
bilities, the act of dispatching a process consists of at least the
following steps: 1) loading a segment table register with the address
of the process's segment table, 2) restoring the saved machine register
Conceptual Framework and Terminology
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image, and 3) restoring the saved PSW image, simultaneously engaging
the DAT facility or its equivalent.
The operating system constructed for this project is monolithic, and
each trip through it consists of a series of control transfers initiated
by the occurrence of some event. Each complete path really consists
of the serial execution of some of the system's components. More spe
cifically, one address space can call another much like a subroutine.
The flow of control passes logically, albeit indirectly from one address
space to an entry point in another.
It is possible to envision a system in which pieces of the control
program are actually (possibly autonomous) processes. That is, each
system function would be performed by a process or group of processes,
and the processes of different functions could execute concurrently.
These operating system processes would be scheduled for execution in
dependent of each other, and while the processes that must execute to
complete a particular function may very well have serial execution re
quirements, the execution of the process chain for a function could be
interspersed with the execution of processes for other functions.
A design point of this system simply requires that the transfer of
control from one system address space to another be effective imme
diately. Care must be taken to preserve the serial execution execution
requirement of system address spaces; these address spaces must execute
exactly and uninterruptibly in their order of invocation. This re
quirement considerably simplifies the design of the project by avoiding
many of the problems with the hypothetical process-oriented system.
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Finally, unlike a process, the called system address space in this
project cannot be dispatched in the traditional sense, as upon each
invocation it is effectively a virgin with no associated saved state
information.
1.3.4 LINKAGE BETWEEN ADDRESS SPACES
Recall that in this project each system address space provides a par
ticular function. A typical address space consists of one particular
module of code and its associated data areas. The code and data reside
in the pages of real storage allocated to the address space. Each op
erating system function will be isolated from every other function in
the system; each function will be encapsulated within an address space.
The flow of control within the running system will therefore consist
of the activation of different address spaces, each performing a
well-defined function. For example, suppose the project is running and
the address space housing the I/O supervisor (IOS) is currently active.
IOS decides that it needs to build a control block representing the I/O




-to obtain storage for the
control block. Conceptually, it issues what amounts to a CALL in
struction for the free storage manager. In reality, the CALL is im
plemented as a supervisor call (SVC) instruction. In System/370, the
SVC instruction generates an SVC interrupt. This means that the address
space executing the SVC immediately loses control to an operating system
module known as the SVC first -level interrupt handler. The interrupt
Conceptual Framework and Terminology
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handler must save the caller's state (i.e. return linkage) in its
save-area, and then activate the called address space. At this point,
the called function executes; the caller does not. The "suspended
caller must not be thought of as a blocked process, but merely as a body
of code that has called upon the services of another. Eventually, the
called function completes and RETURNS to the caller, again by issuing
an SVC instruction to effect the transfer of control. Both CALL and
RETURN have the effect of immediately activating one address space on
behalf of another. Note that the address space being called or returned
to is not dispatched in the traditional sense; there is no state to
restore which is the principal function of a dispatcher.
The CALL/RETURN primitives in this project perform obvious functions.
There are, however, times when a CALL without RETURN is desired. This
feature will be known as EXIT. EXIT processing differs from CALL in that
return linkage to the caller is not saved; EXIT simply activates the
target address space. CALL without RETURN is used when an executing
module such as the I/O supervisor completes its function and needs to
activate another operating system component, such as the dispatcher or
scheduler. It does this by simply EXITing to the next stage of the
system.
Notice that a called address space has no saved state information. An
address space is not invoked by resuming it, as would be the case if
the address space represented a process. Later in this paper, it will
be explained how an address space and supporting data structures will
work together to support user processes in the traditional sense.
However, the actual operating system code consists of many address
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spaces which are not treated as processes. Control flows from one ad
dress space to the next through the use of CALL, RETURN and EXIT. In
vocation of one system address space by another does not result in the
creation and dispatch of a process. It merely results in a reconfig
uration of the hardware control registers governing DAT; the segment
table register is reloaded with the address of the called address
space's segment table, and the PSW is loaded with the address space s
virtual initial PSW (which specifies DAT 'on'). As a result, a new
address space comes to life within the machine. With the exception of
parameters, if any, the initial state of this new address space consists
entirely of a virtual PSW designating the virtual address of the first
instruction of the function implemented by the address space.
1.3.5 COMPARTMENTALIZATION AND ACCESS CONTROL
In order to effectively implement the CALL primitive as specified, there
must be something in the system that knows about each address space and
its associated initial state. There happens to be an address space
containing a program known as the authentication routine. The
authentication routine knows the name and virtual entry point address
of every system address space. The name of an address space actually
turns out to be a mnemonic identifier, but the real identity of an ad
dress space is given by the address of its segment table. The primary
function of the authentication routine is to determine whether a request
is authorized. The modules of this operating system are authorized to
issue requests for particular services and resources . These authori
zations are static and are assigned as required during the design of
the system. The authentication routine protects the system from acci-
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dental or malicious attempts to activate certain of the control program
functions, and from unauthorized access to protected data structures.
This facility forces strict adherence to the design specifications,
thereby preventing unwarranted design changes. It also increases the
integrity of this system by denying unauthorized access to both code
and data.
The following example demonstrates the utility of this feature. It is




With respect to this project, each system address space con
tains one module of the operating system, so the terms can be considered
synonymous .
Generally, associated with each callable module of the system is a list
of the names of the address spaces permitted to invoke it. Similarly 3
authorization lists are defined for shared objects (tables, lists,
etc.) Suppose, for whatever reason, the designer of the system realized
that the only module that needed to call the free storage manager was
the I/O interrupt handler. This restriction becomes part of the design
of the system, and the authentication routine can be used to strictly
control access to the free storage manager.
The technique used to enforce access rights is simple. An entry for
the free storage manager is placed in a table owned by the
authentication routine. Further, the entry identifies the I/O inter
rupt handler as an authorized caller. The I/O interrupt handler's
identity is internally represented by the address of its segment table,
as that value uniquely represents a particular address space. When an
Conceptual Framework and Terminology
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address space issues a CALL to a module in another address space, it
loses control (via the SVC interrupt handler) to the authentication
routine. The caller's identity is accessible to the authentication
routine, i.e. it knows the address of the caller's segment table. To
validate the request, the authentication routine locates the table
entry for the called address space, and subsequently searches its au
thorization list for the caller's identity (the address of its segment
table.) If found, the CALL is performed.
The authentication routine can be used to control access to virtually
any object in the system. Consider a trace table. Many operating
systems have a region of storage set aside for tracing. As the system
runs, various modules place trace entries into the table. The entries
provide a very recent history of system activity, which is sometimes
useful during failure analysis. Naturally, the trace table should be
carefully protected to ensure its contents are accurate. If any part
of the trace were inadvertently destroyed, its contents would be useless
to the person reading the system dump. Obviously, the trace table is
a perfect candidate for protection. In the system defined by this
project, the trace table can be fully protected simply by adding an
entry for it to the authentication routine's authorization table. The
trace table is then assigned its own address space and is managed by a
small, well-defined and exhaustively tested program. Every module that
needs to record trace information is added to the authorization list
for the trace table address space. Then, modules simply CALL the trace
facility, passing the trace entry as a parameter. Because the trace
table is isolated in its own address space, it cannot be accessed
di-
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rectly by any program in any other address space. Moreover, only au
thorized modules are permitted to create trace entries.
The management of some shared objects present problems. Consider a
shared linked list. When a module requests access to a list, the pages
of storage allocated to the list can easily be attached to the module s
address space at the virtual address of the first available page. As
suming the structure of the list is correct, the module can examine and
manipulate the list, e.g. it can add and delete elements. Customarily,
the list elements would be chained together by virtual address, which,
as far as code running in the address space is concerned are real ad
dresses. The problem with this sort of list structure is that once the
list is constructed (or more specifically; once it contains more than
one element), it becomes non-relocatable. That is to say. when another
module (or the same module) requests the list, it must be attached to
the address space at the same virtual addresses, because it has specific
virtual addresses embedded in it. Because the size of an address space
is unknown/unlimited, it is not a guarantee that the same pages of an
address space will always be available over time for such purposes; it
may turn out that the pages may be allocated to other objects. If this
is the case, linked lists must be managed differently. The problem can
be solved by placing the list in its own address space, along with code
that manages the list. Modules that need access to the list simply call
the list address space, passing the required information and specifying
the desired list operation, e.g. GET NEXT, ENQUEUE, FIND, INSERT, etc.
In general, then, this project will provide access to shared objects
in the following manner: An object, along with code to manage it will
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reside in an address space, and other address spaces will be authorized
to request execution of the code that performs the desired operation
on the object. This method is discussed in section 2.3.7- It is ef
fective because the caller has access to neither the object nor the the
code that manipulates it. Technically, an address space has
execute-only rights to the code that manages the object. Note that
there may be several operations defined on an object, each provided by
by a separate entry point in its address space. An entry point might
perform a read or write operation on an object. For example, a linked
list enqueue operation writes a new list element, while a list find
operation performs a read-only search and returns the requested item.
So object access rights, while not explicitly encoded are implicitly
defined by the semantics of the object manipulation entry points an
address space is authorized to invoke. Each operation defined on an
object in such a way may be thought of as an authorized capability.
The question arises as to how an unauthorized request for a service or
object is handled. Presumably, a module making a request cannot proceed
until the request is satisfied. In this project, the authentication
routine is used exclusively by modules of the operating system. If a
module is denied a service or object, one must assume that the module
cannot complete its function, as it would not be asking for things it
absolutely did not need. Since the module cannot continue, the oper
ating system cannot possibly continue. Therefore, an unauthorized re
quest results in abnormal termination of the operating system.
Clearly there are several key advantages to access control and
compartmentalization. Modules are prevented from destroying other
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modules or data areas. Services and data can be protected from misuse.
Design specifications can be rigidly enforced. This third point is of
importance not only during the initial development phase, but also later
when change teams are correcting new problems or adding functional en
hancements. However- it is important to point out that the integrity
of the system lies in the hands of the person changing the
authentication routine's table. For this reason, it is important that
the original design be well-documented in a particular manner. Suppose
that a change team wants to add a new function. Its implementation
requires that a module be permitted to make a call that was heretofore
unauthorized. At any point in time, the set of defined authorization
lists describes legal relationships between the components of the sys
tem. This set has a complement which can be partitioned into two dis
joint subsets: a set which contains authorization lists which would be
valid but have not yet been defined (both legal extensions to existing
lists and new lists) and a set which contains lists which, if admitted
would create deadly exposures .
This complement set must be considered when adding new function to any
system using the design described by this thesis. One might be tempted
to casually authorize a caller, but there may be good reason why one
module should not call another. The developers must thoroughly research
why the proposed call is not currently authorized, and how the proposed
authorization will affect the design. This research is necessary to
avoid straying from limitations and/or restrictions present in the or
iginal design. Alterations must be clearly documented; well-documented
restrictions will accelerate the research phase.
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Finally^ a word about the protection provided by this project in com
parison with the protection provided by certain high-level modular
programming languages, e.g. Concurrent Euclid (CE) [3]. The block
structure of these languages allows the programmer to create
self-contained modules. Any code and/or data defined in a module is
invisible to other modules written in that language. The syntax of the
language requires that any variable or entry point that must be accessed
by a module other than that which defines it be "exposed". In CE , an
exposure is specified by the EXPORT statement. This feature provides
a degree of protection and is necessary but not sufficient to provide
access to a shared object. Any module that needs an exposed object must
formally request access to that object. In CE this is accomplished by
IMPORT ing an object exported in another module. Further, shared vari
ables can be imported read-only or read-write. Thus, in CE procedures
and data may be shared by exporting and importing them where needed.
Modularization and access capabilities are specified by the syntax and
enforced during compilation. No user-written CE code can subvert the
language's protection mechanisms.
In contrast, this project is written in an assembler language that does
not define any protection schemes . Yet the degree of protection pro
vided by this operating system is much stronger than that of CE . For
example, a CE program could call an assembler routine. The latter could
inspect and/or alter any portion of the CE system since they both reside
in the same address space. It is trivially easy to subvert the inher
ently secure CE system since no
run-time authorization techniques ex
ist. In this project, snooping is impossible since each function is
isolated from every other function. CE also does not control access
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to exported objects. An exported procedure or variable can be imported
by any CE module. This project requires that address spaces be au
thorized by name to activate other modules. And while data items
themselves are not directly shared, the code which manages them is.
Similarly, access to that code is limited to authorized address spaces,
and this effectively regulates access to the data items. This technique
allows the invention of capabilities that must be assigned to address
spaces .
1.3.6 INTER-ADDRESS SPACE COMMUNICATION
Undoubtedly the system address spaces in this project will need to
communicate amongst themselves. Since the storage of each module is
isolated from every other module, it is not possible to pass data
through common, or shared areas. This project facilitates the trans
mission of data from one address space to another through the use of a
special system address space called the transmitter module. Each op
erating system module is designed to have one page of its address space
designated as a parameter buffer. When a module wants to call another
address space and pass it data, it places the outbound data in the
buffer and CALLs the target address space; the CALL is issued with an
option that indicates data is to be passed by the transmitter. The
transmitter module is special in that it can gain access to the caller's
and receiver's parameter pages. Once these pages have been attached
to it, it issues a single instruction to copy the outbound (source) page
to the inbound (sink) page. These parameter pages have no specific
format, although caller and receiver obviously must agree on their use.
Note that data can be transmitted from one address space to another only
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during the CALLing process. It is neither necessary nor desirable to
permit a module of this system to pass data to an address space for
later use (as might be done in a message-based approach) .
1.4 THE SYSTEM FROM A USER'S PERSPECTIVE
Operating systems are built to make unusable hardware usable, so that
it may run work, or computer jobs for people. Many operating system
components and functions are hidden from the casual user; they are
"under the hood", so to speak. However, certain OS features or sub
systems present a usable view of the system--a personality--to those
who come in contact with it. Most systems provide interfaces catering
to the human needs of the programmer/user; the interface makes the ma
chine usable by the outside world. The fact that the operating system
exists to manage resources is often overshadowed by the view that the
operating system exists to make the machine available to users.
This project is concerned primarily with the structure and function of
the operating system. It is an experiment in the use of
compartmentalized storage. The operating system supports user proc
esses, but they do not see a functionally rich OS layer beneath them.
In this project, the user processes are merely a means to an end, sup
plying a constant background load that exercises the components of the
system. Simply, the users of this system are nothing more than (perhaps
simpleminded) address spaces that are dispatched to consume time and
issue requests for services from the control program software. They
are true processes: They have saved state information, their execution
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can be interrupted and safely resumed, and they compete with one another
for the resources of the machine.
1.5 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
This project is a control program designed to run on a machine with
virtual storage capabilities. Naturally, it needs access to the entire
range of processor facilities. This includes execution in supervisor
state and the issuing of many privileged instructions. Customarily,
and for good reason, institutions do not make their real hardware
available to students for projects of this nature. For this reason,
the project will run under the IBM Virtual Machine/System Product High
Performance Option Control Program (VM/SP HPO) . VM/SP HPO provides each
user a virtual machine environment that furnishes the full spectrum of
System/370 architectural features. See [7] for an introduction to the
virtual machine concept and capabilities provided by this operating
system. [8, 9, 10] provide in-depth coverage on the use and method of
operation of VM/SP HPO. Briefly, VM is a control program that supports
many concurrent users, each running the operating system of his choice.
Each user can run any IBM or user-written operating system on top of
VM, including VM itself. (Taking this concept to its extreme, it is
even possible to run VM on top of VM on top of VM, etc. , up to many
levels.) VM is an extremely powerful operating system development tool,
as many OS developers can each be modifying and running their own copy
of the OS concurrently, instead of each waiting a turn to run their
system stand-alone on a real machine.
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This project will be written entirely in the IBM OS/VS-DOS/VSE-VM/370
Assembler Language [5], and will run on top of VM as described. Proof
of proper operation of the system is likely to be in the form of in
struction traces, trace table output and storage dumps.
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PART II: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
2.1 VIRTUAL STORAGE: THE DESCRIPTION OF AN ADDRESS SPACE
Much of sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 provide a condensed description of the
dynamic address translation process defined by System/370 machine ar
chitecture. Where appropriate, the use of these features by the oper
ating system specifically defined by this thesis is described. For
exacting detail the reader is referred to [4] .
2.1.1 DAT TABLES: DATA STRUCTURES DESCRIBING AN ADDRESS SPACE
In System/370 an address space is the set of all storage addresses
available to a program in execution. This set consists of either vir
tual or real addresses depending on the mode of CPU operation. If the
CPU is operating in translate mode, each program-generated storage ad
dress is considered virtual and is subject to a virtual-to-real trans
lation process before main storage is accessed. In System/370 this
translation is performed by the hardware but requires software-created
translation tables present in main storage. If the CPU is not operating
in translate mode, each program-generated storage address in not sub
ject to translation of any sort. Instruction and operand effective
addresses generated in this mode are used in their original form to
access storage. Hence, DAT tables are not needed. Out-of-range ad
dresses will be properly detected by the storage controller; notifica
tion of this exceptional event will be posted by an interruption.
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In this project, nearly every module of the control program resides
within an address space and executes in translate mode, i.e. executes
with "DAT on". Consequently, each address space is defined not only
by the code and data which constitute its functional properties, but
also by its DAT tables through which each and every program-generated
effective (virtual) address is mapped to a corresponding real address.
The DAT tables consist of one segment table and several page tables.
The format of each (see [4]) varies slightly in accordance with the real
storage features implemented by a particular CPU model. The relation
ship between these tables and other essential DAT components defined
by System/370 is shown in Figure 1 on page 27.
This project is implemented on a processor which organizes its storage
in identically-sized segments, each consisting of 16 pages. Further,
page size is fixed at 4096 bytes (4K) , making the size of a segment 64K
bytes. Specification of page and segment size is referred to as the
translation format and is established by a program-supplied bit setting
in control register 0. (Although there are sixteen control registers
in System/370, only two are related to DAT and are of interest here.
These are control registers (CREGs) 0 and 1. Each System/370 control
and general purpose register is 32 bits wide. Bit positions are num
bered from 0 to 31 starting with the LEFTMOST bit.) The translation
format is specified by the value of bits 8-12 of control register 0.
Setting bit 8 to one and bits 9-12 to zero informs DAT that the machine
storage is organized into 64K segments with a 4K page size. This in
formation is used by DAT during virtual address dissection, as it ex
plicitly identifies which bit groupings in a 24-bit virtual address
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identify segment, page and byte indexes. Control register alteration
is a privileged operation which can only be performed in supervisor
state. The translation format in CREG 0 is established once during
system startup by a privileged instruction.
A segment table consists of a contiguous sequence of fullwords in main
storage. The length of the segment table determines the size of the
address space it represents . Control register 1 points at a segment
table and specifies its length in units of 16 segment table entries
(STEs). More precisely, bits 0-7 of control register 1 designate the
primary segment table length (PSTL) , bits 8-25 designate the address
of the segment table in main storage and are referred to as the primary
segment table origin (PSTO) , bits 26-30 have no assigned meaning and
bit 31 is a space-switch-event-control bit. Use of the word "primary
in these descriptions hints at the possibility of
"other"
segment table
designations. In fact, a System/370 feature known as Dual Address Space
allows the specification of two simultaneously active segment
tables --primary and
secondary-
-which permit an application instruction
to access information in two different address spaces. Additional
control registers designate secondary segment table and address space
control information. This project does not make use of Dual Address
Space so there is no need qualify entities "primary"; subsequent ref
erences omit this term. Along these lines, the
space-switch-event-control bit is meaningless outside of Dual Address
Space and is ignored by DAT.
It should be clear that an address space has a minimum size. Segment
table length is indicated in units of 16 STEs. Each segment can have
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up to 16 pages, so a
minimum- length segment table specifies an address
space consisting of 256 pages, or a one-megabyte virtual storage.
Note
that an 8 bit STL allows for a segment table specifying a 256-16-16
=
65536 page (256 megabyte) address space. However, the 24-bit virtual
address in System/370 allows for a maximum 256*16 = 4096 page (16
megabyte) address space. Thus, in practice the STL ranges from X 00
to
X'OF'
with each increment between representing an additional mega
byte of virtual storage.
Notice the STO consists of 18 bits. During translation DAT concatenates
the STO with six zero bits on the right to form a 24-bit real address.
This address specifies the real main storage address of the segment
table. It should be clear that every segment table must begin on a
64-byte boundary This alignment requirement is consistent with the
minimum size of a segment table (64 bytes).
Each STE has the following format: Bits 0-3 specify the page table
length (PTL) , bits 4-7 are ignored and should be zeros, bits 8-28 are
known as the page table origin (PTO) and point at the page table asso
ciated with this segment, bit 29 is the segment-protection bit, bit 30
is the common-segment bit and bit 31 is the segment -invalid bit. Nei
ther bits 29 nor 30 are used by this project. The PTL specifies the





and specifies the number of page table
entries (PTEs) in this segment. Each page table entry is two bytes long
and will be discussed shortly. A fully-configured page table consists
of 16 PTEs and occupies 32 bytes of real storage. During translation,
DAT generates the 24-bit real address of the page table by concatenating
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three zero bits on the right side of the 21-bit PTO. Consequently,
every page table must begin on an eight-byte (doubleword) boundary.
This boundary alignment is not consistent with the minimum size of a
page table, as was the case with segment table alignment.
If a segment has no associated page table, then the segment -invalid bit
(bit 31) of the STE describing that segment must be set to one. This
bit is referenced by DAT and must be zero for normal translation to
proceed. If DAT discovers an attempt to reference an invalid segment,
it stops the translation and posts a program interrupt indicating seg
ment translation exception. This condition might be indicative to the
operating system of a segment fault condition. In this project, certain
of the segments in a segment table are simply unused/unas signed but must
be represented because of the minimum segment table length requirement.
These uninstalled segments are denoted by turning on the
segment-invalid bit in the corresponding STE.
As mentioned earlier, a page table consists of from one to sixteen page
table entries. Certain segments may only consist of one page, as is
the case numerous times in this project. Thus, the PTL in the segment's
STE is set accordingly (to zero) . The format of each sixteen bit PTE
is as follows: Bits 0-11 specify the page frame real address (PFRA, also
known here as the frame prefix), bit 12 specifies the page-invalid bit,
bits 13-14 are the extended-storage-address bits and are not used in
this project, and bit 15 is unassigned and ignored. The frame prefix
cites the leftmost 12 bits of the address of a page frame origin in real
storage. During translation, DAT fetches the frame prefix from the PTE
and appends 12 zeros to the right of it to generate the 24-bit address
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of a page frame in real storage. Since page size is 4096 bytes = 2**12,
it is not necessary to store the low-order 12 zeros of the frame address
in the PTE. It is also clear that boundary alignment for a page frame
is 4K bytes, which is in accordance with the size of a page. If a page
of real storage is assigned to this PTE, the page-invalid bit should
be zero. If DAT detects a page-invalid bit set to one during trans
lation, it terminates the translation process and posts a program in
terruption citing a page translation exception condition (i.e. a page
fault). This project makes extensive use of virtual addressing but does
not implement a complete virtual storage subsystem, i.e. it does not
employ memory management techniques that move pages and/or segments of
data between primary and secondary memory. Rather, all code and data
are permanently assigned to pages of storage, so the occurrence of any
page or segment fault interrupt would indicate a severe programming
error .
This completes the description of the data structures used by dynamic
address translation. Together these structures define what is referred
to as the address space of a program running in translate mode. The
length of the segment table defines the set of virtual addresses be
longing to the address space. However, it is possible that not every
virtual address in this set maps to a real address. This is because
certain of the segments represented in the segment table may not be
installed and are therefore marked invalid. And an installed segment
may contain less than 16 pages--either the page table is "short", as
indicated by the PTL, or perhaps the PTL designates a full-sized page
table but certain of the PTEs are invalid. Consider a full 16 megabyte
address space defined by a segment table consisting of 256 STEs. It
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could be that every STE is marked invalid, in which case none of the
16 million virtual addresses in the address space map to a real address.
Thus, the size of the address space is best thought of in terms of the
size of the set of virtual addresses defined by the segment table. The
size of an address space should not be confused with its main storage
allocation. It simply declares the range of virtual addresses DAT
should attempt to translate for this address space.
In this project, each address space is represented by a segment table
of minimum size, which places the size of the address space at 1 mega
byte. Nearly every address space consists of two pages; the largest
address space consists of only four pages. The one megabyte minimum
is overkill, and real storage is wasted supporting unneeded STEs.
However, the design must conform to the specifications of System/370,
which are not ideally suited to the structure of this operating system.
The Analysis portion of this paper (section 2.5) suggests System/370
alterations which, if applied would substantially improve the perform
ance of this project and unify its design.
2.1.2 USING DAT AND DAT TABLES TO ACCESS STORAGE
DAT tables sketch the relationship between segments and pages. Control
register 0 defines segment and page size which establishes the format
of a virtual address. Control register 1 points at a segment table,
and the current machine PSW specifies whether DAT is on or off. The
DAT translation algorithm uses all of these items to translate a
program-generated 24-bit virtual address into a 24-bit real address.
Here, a virtual address is any address generated explicitly or
implic-
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itly by a running program, used to fetch an instruction or operand or
as the target of a store type instruction. An example of implicit
virtual address generation is the calculation of the next sequential
instruction address computed by the instruction fetch microroutine at
the end of each fetch cycle. The current PSW next address field is
updated with this value. Explicit virtual address generation includes
operand and branch addresses resulting from base-index-displacement
address calculations. Each of these storage effective addresses is a
virtual address that must be translated.
Dynamic address translation is collectively implemented by a set of
processor microroutines . When the current PSW specifies the
extended-control (EC) mode (bit 12, the EC mode bit, is one), the ma
chine is running in EC mode and PSW bit 5 is the DAT mode bit. If the
DAT mode bit of an EC mode PSW specifies DAT on (bit 5 is a one) , all
effective addresses are considered virtual and must be submitted to DAT
for translation. (In basic-control (BC) mode (bit 12 = zero), DAT is
not defined and is not available. BC mode is synonymous with
System/360, and has been retained as a mode of operation on machines
with EC mode capabilities merely to maintain compatibility with pro
grams written to run under System/360. Dynamic address translation is
just one of the extensions to System/360 found in the extended-control
mode of operation.)
When presented with a virtual address, DAT begins the translation
process shown in Figure 2 on page 34.
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Using the translation format specified in control register 0, DAT de
termines the format of a virtual address. This project makes use of
64K segments and 4K pages. Under this scheme, a 24-bit virtual address
has the following format: Bits 0-7 constitute the segment index, bits
8-11 constitute the page index, and bits 12-23 constitute the byte in
dex. Now, DAT isolates the segment index. This value (which inci
dentally can range from
X'00'
to X'FF') will be used as an index into
the segment table pointed at by the STO in control register 1. Before
indexing into the segment table, DAT ensures the segment is within the
table. It does this by comparing bits 0-3 of the segment index with
bits 4-7 of the STL in control register 1 (remembering that bits 0-3
of the STL are meaningless as they designate megabytes of storage not
available under a 24-bit addressing scheme). If bits 0-3 of the segment
index exceed bits 4-7 of the STL, the virtual address is not defined
within the address space, i.e. it is out-of-bounds. The translation
process is terminated and a program interruption is generated indicat
ing segment translation exception.
When the segment index is legitimate, it is multiplied by the length
of a STE (4 bytes) to convert it into an offset. Now, DAT appends six
zeros to the right of the 18-bit STO in control register one, thereby
forming the 24-bit real address of the segment table. To this address
it adds the offset to form the real address of the STE for this segment.
Then, DAT fetches the 4-byte STE from storage. If the segment -invalid
bit is one, the translation process is terminated and a program inter
ruption is generated indicating segment translation exception.
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Now DAT isolates the page index. This value (which ranges from
X'O'
to X'F') will be used as an index into the page table for this segment.
But first, DAT compares the 4-bit page index with the PTL (bits 0-3 of
the STE). If the page index exceeds the PTL, the referenced page has
no corresponding page table entry- i.e. the page address is undefined.
The translation process is terminated and a program interruption is
generated indicating page translation exception. If the page index is
within bounds, it is multiplied by the length of a page table entry (2
bytes) to form an offset to the PTE. Then, DAT appends three zeros to
the right of the 21-bit PTO in the STE to form the 24-bit real address
of the page table. The offset is added to this value to generate the
real address of the PTE; DAT fetches the PTE at this address. If the
page-invalid bit is one, the translation process is terminated, and a
program interruption is generated indicating a page translation excep
tion condition.





From the PTE it extracts the frame prefix. The byte index is concat
enated with the frame prefix on the right, and the result is the 24-bit
real address corresponding to the program virtual address .
This completes the description of the System/370 dynamic address
translation process.
2.1.3 WHY DAT IS EFFECTIVE AS AN ISOLATION TOOL
Any program running in translate mode is isolated from any storage not
mapped by its translation tables. Among the many advantages of virtual
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storage, the privacy it offers is of tremendous importance especially
in a multiprogramming environment. Virtual storage has long been used
to wall off user address spaces from the system as well as one another.
But it can also be used to isolate distinct operating system functions.
As is the case for multiple users, each module of this operating system
is encapsulated in its own private address space. Each module has its
own set of DAT tables which map its function into only those pages of
storage assigned to it. Since there is only one address space active
at any given time, all virtual-to-real translation proceeds through the
DAT tables allocated to the active address space. This makes it im
possible for code running in one address space to reference the storage
of any other module (address space) in the system.
In System/370, the only other means of partitioning control program
structure is through the use of storage keys. Key-controlled protection
offers store and fetch protection, but its biggest problem is the size
of the key space. The System/370 storage key contains several fields:
Access control bits, reference bit and change bit. Of these, the four
access control bits are taken together to form the protection key for
the page of storage to which the six bit storage key is assigned. A
total of sixteen different protect keys can be formed from the four
access control bits. There simply are not enough possible combinations
of protection keys to allow them to be used satisfactorily as an iso
lation tool. On the other hand, there is no practical restriction on
the number of address spaces defined in a system. And if necessary,
the storage within each address space can be further subdivided through
the use of up to sixteen storage protect keys.
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Now that we have an effective way to partition the control program, the
system becomes impervious to external damage from other parts of itself.
And just as important, a partitioned design allows the development of
a control program that prevents its components from misuse, thereby
rigidly enforcing system design specifications. The details of the
control program mechanism that does just that will be covered soon.
2.2 RELATIONSHIP AMONG SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACES
2.2.1 HOW SYSTEM STRUCTURE IS ISOLATED AND CONTAINED WITHIN ADDRESS
SPACES
Many operating system functions are disjoint. This project encourages
code isolation by functional component. Thus, division of labor within
the system becomes quite apparent. Independent functions must be
cleanly separated so that they may be housed in separate address spaces.
To partition a control program in this way requires the designer to,
at the very outset of the design phase, very carefully identify every
functional component needed by the system. Further -, the scope, i.e.
service(s) of each component must be clearly defined, as this helps to
delineate the interface between modules of the same component that are,
for purposes of protection housed in separate address spaces.
Once it could be shown that the proposed compartmentalization technique
was viable, the design of this project proceeded using this design
methodology. The most important task was that of determining exactly
which functional components a rudimentary control program exemplifying
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the isolation property would consist of. The design of the system is
covered later in this paper; we need not concern ourselves with specific
functions here. Suffice it to say this has been done and we have in
front of us all the pieces of the operating system that will be housed
in separate address spaces. This leaves us to deal with two fundamental
issues: 1) How control passes from one address space to another, and
2) How address spaces are able to pass shared objects amongst them
selves .
2.2.2 HOW CONTROL PASSES FROM ONE ADDRESS SPACE TO ANOTHER: CALL, RETURN
AND EXIT
Earlier in this paper, the Authentication Routine (or simply, Auth) was
identified as the vehicle facilitating transfer of control among system
address spaces. Auth implements three transfer-of -control primitives:
CALL, RETURN and EXIT. The semantics of these operations have already
been sketched out. Now Auth's precise implementation of each will be
discussed.
Consider one address space that needs to call upon the services of an
other. We are not interested in how the address space issuing the CALL
got control of the processor; that could have happened by a CALL or an
EXIT. In any event, a module executing within a system address space
places the name of the address space it wishes to call in register zero
(RO). Then it simply executes a CALL SVC. This SVC (or any SVC for
that matter) results in the execution of the Auth address space. Auth
is a highly-specialized system address space which receives control as
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a result of an SVC instruction. The details on how Auth gets "acti
vated'
are discussed later in the section on system design.
Auth has a table which identifies every system address space by a 4-byte
symbolic name. Having determined that a system SVC has been issued (as
opposed to a user-issued SVC), Auth decodes the SVC request. It de
termines the SVC was a CALL, and initiates a search of its system ad
dress space table looking for the 4-byte symbolic name passed by the
caller in RO . If the search for the address space fails, i.e. that name
is not registered in the table, Auth terminates system operation.
Assume Auth locates a table entry for the desired address space. The
table entry contains the real address of the segment table for the
called address space, otherwise known as the target segment table ori
gin, or target STO. It also contains the PSW key under which the called
address space executes, and it contains the virtual address of the first
instruction of the function in the address space. Now Auth has every
thing it needs to complete the CALL request: It knows the real address
of the segment table defining the function's address space, it has an
initial value for the instruction address portion of the PSW, and it
knows what storage protect key the address space should operate with.
Given the latter two elements, a PSW image can be constructed incorpo
rating this information and specifying EC mode with DAT on. The
structure of a system address space and its association with Auth is
shown in Figure 3 on page 42 (the diagram also illustrates a user ad
dress space and its association with the user control block, covered
later) . Provided that Auth has the ability to cause both control reg
ister 1 to be loaded with the target's STO and the current PSW to be
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replaced with the image constructed as described, the called address
space can be given control of the processor. However, Auth has more
work to do to properly carry out the CALL request.
Facilitating transfer of control involves the maintenance of linkage
information so a called address space can return to its caller. The
semantic actions of system CALL, RETURN and EXIT SVC requests are mod
eled within Auth by the constructs GOSUB, GOBACK and GOTO, respectively.
Each of these makes use of a stack also defined within Auth. It seemed
natural to re-express each high-level request in terms most meaningful
to Auth. Auth knows that in order to complete a CALL it has to stack
a savearea containing the caller's state information then activate the
called address space. This stack push-activate combination is collec
tively referred to as a GOSUB operation, as it implies the called rou
tine functions as a subroutine which eventually returns to its caller.
Similarly, a RETURN operation consists of restoring the caller's saved
state information from the top stack entry, popping the top entry and
activating the address space just popped. This restore-pop-activate
operation is known as GOBACK because it lets a called address space
return back to its caller. Before discussing GOTO and the remaining
details of GOSUB and GOBACK, RETURN and EXIT will be described.
EXIT is similar to CALL in that it causes control to be passed to a
target address space. It differs in that an address space which re
ceives control via EXIT cannot RETURN to the address space that acti
vated it--no linkage to the activating address space is saved. EXIT
is used in this system by a module that has completed its function, and
the next phase of system operation requires that a new, separate
func-
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tion be activated. The need for EXIT will become apparent later in a
discussion of overall system structure. An EXIT request is similar to
CALL in that the
"caller"
places the name of the target address space
in RO and executes an EXIT SVC. Auth receives control, searches its
table for the target, shuts the system down if the target is not found,
otherwise performs GOTO processing.
RETURN processing differs from CALL and EXIT in that the address space
doing the return does not specify the name of the address space to which
it returns. It returns, naturally, to its caller, and that information
is saved on the stack. The RETURN SVC therefore results in the acti
vation of Auth which immediately initiates GOBACK processing.
Analysis of the semantics of RETURN and EXIT reveals important special
cases which Auth must enforce. Notice that a module which receives
control via EXIT must itself give up control by EXITing to another ad
dress space; it cannot RETURN because linkage to the activating address
space is not saved. Also notice that a module which received control
as a result of a CALL may only give up control permanently by a RETURN.
Of course, it may lose control temporarily by issuing a CALL request;
this is perfectly acceptable. But it MUST eventually RETURN to its
caller; neither it nor any of the address spaces it calls are permitted
to EXIT. If this were to happen, the linkage stack would contain
saveareas for system modules that can never be reactivated, indicative
of pending work that cannot be completed. EXIT signifies a major
functional shift in system operation is about to take place, and this
must not happen until the current functional component has completed.
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Fortunately, these special cases can easily be detected by Auth. The
linkage stack must be empty when an EXIT is issued, otherwise Auth has
detected incomplete work (somewhat akin to "dead code"). Also, if RE
TURN is issued and the linkage stack is empty, Auth has detected a
module invoked via EXIT trying to return to its (unknown) caller. If
either situation is detected, Auth terminates system operation.
Finally, GOSUB, GOBACK and GOTO can be precisely specified: 1) A CALL
SVC invokes Auth GOSUB processing. GOSUB pushes the caller's STO, PSW
key, PSW instruction (resume) address and general purpose registers on
the stack. (If the stack is full before the push, Auth terminates the
system.) Then Auth activates the target address space using the infor
mation extracted from the system address space table. 2) A RETURN SVC
invokes Auth GOBACK processing. If the stack is empty, Auth terminates
the system. Otherwise Auth pops the top stack entry, restores the
general registers from the popped entry and reactivates the address
space specified by the popped STO with the popped PSW key at the popped
resume virtual address. 3) A EXIT SVC invokes Auth GOTO processing.
If the stack is not empty, Auth terminates the system. Otherwise Auth
activates the target address space using the information extracted from
the system address space table.
Notice that the final phase of GOSUB and GOBACK processing is really
the GOTO function. Auth takes advantage of this and implements GOSUB
as a push-GOTO combination, and GOBACK is implemented as a pop-GOTO
sequence.
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2.2.3 HOW ONE ADDRESS SPACE PASSES DATA TO ANOTHER: CALLXMIT AND RETXMIT
Given a system that consists of functions walled-off from one another,
and that inevitably one such function will need to call another and pass
it parameters, and that a called function will need to return a result,
the system clearly must provide a means to facilitate the movement of
data between address spaces. The introduction of this paper addresses
this issue and introduces a system address space known as the Trans
mitter Module (XMIT) which does just this. Like Auth, XMIT is a
highly-specialized and somewhat privileged control program module. It
can move one page of data from one address space to another. Before
describing how XMIT works, the storage layout of an address space must
be described.
The section on virtual storage points out that most system address
spaces consist of two pages. Every system address space consists of
at least two pages and maybe more depending on the storage required to
implement its function. Of the two required pages, one contains the
module's code and data. This page is attached at virtual address





virtual. The second required page is known as the parameter
page, and it is located at virtual address X'o', or page 0 of each ad
dress space. Every address space except XMIT has a page 0 parm page.
The parameter page is initially empty and its use is entirely
free-format .
When one address space wants to call another and pass it data, it moves
the data to its parameter page. Then, as in CALL processing, it places
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the name of the target address space in RO and executes a CALLXMIT (CALL
with Transmit) SVC. Similarly, when a called address space wants to
return a result, it moves the data to the parameter page and executes
a RETXMIT (RETURN with Transmit) SVC. When Auth receives control it
decodes the SVC request and determines that in each of these cases it
must invoke XMIT to move data before it can complete the CALL or RETURN
request .
At this point, Auth is faced with a dilemma. Realize that no system
address space is authorized to call Auth; it just happens to gain con
trol when an SVC is issued. Also notice that Auth never saves any
linkage to itself on the stack, it is driven entirely by the modules
of the system. Now Auth finds itself in a situation where it needs to
call XMIT and have XMIT return to it. The most natural way to place
return linkage to Auth on the stack is to have Auth call itself
recursively. Simply, Auth loads RO with
'XMIT'
and issues a CALL SVC.
The recursive invocation of Auth handles the CALL only slightly dif
ferently. Auth is sensitive to XMIT as a target. If the target of a
CALL is discovered to be XMIT, Auth places the sender address space STO
(the one issuing the CALLXMIT) in RO and the receiver address space's
STO in Rl just before it activates XMIT. This is purely a system design
convention: When XMIT receives control, it must have the sender STO in
RO and the receiver STO in Rl. Having done this, Auth performs normal
GOSUB processing which activates XMIT.
When XMIT receives control, it uses the sender and receiver STOs to
locate the sender's and receiver's page 0 page table entry. It copies
the sender's page 0 page table entry to its own page 0 page table entry,
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and copies the receiver's page 0 page table entry to its own page
1 page
table entry (remember that XMIT has no page 0 parameter page of
its
own.) At this instant, XMIT has pages of other address spaces mapped
into its virtual storage. It then copies its virtual page 0 to its
virtual page 1, which effects the data transfer from sender to receiver.
Finally, it detaches the sender and receiver parameter pages from its
address space, and returns to Auth. Auth returns to itself to the point
following the recursive call, where it performs GOSUB processing to
complete the original call request. When the target address space is
activated, its parameter page is a copy of the caller's parameter page.
Although parameter page format is undefined, the cal lee must be aware
of the caller's parameter page usage conventions.
2.3 OPERATING SYSTEM STRUCTURE
2.3.1 OVERVIEW OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
The operating system constructed for this project consists of a written
collection of program modules organized functionally as follows:
1. Modules Not Housed in any Address Space:






4) Supervisor Call (SVC) FLIH
b. Data Areas/Structures:
1) Real Page Zero
2) DAT Tables
2. Modules Housed in Separate Address Spaces:




4) SVC SLIH (Authentication Routine)
b. User SVC Services
1) SLEEP
2) Console READ and WRITE
c. Transmitter Module
d. System Trace Table






h. User Address Spaces
In this functional representation of the system, each function is im
plemented by one or more address spaces. In this project, each program
source module is assigned its own address space. Related functions are
contained in the same source module (hence address space) when such a
grouping appears natural. For example, in the case of linked lists one
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source module provides all list manipulation operations as separate
entry points, e.g. enqueue and dequeue. Each entry point starts at a
different virtual address within the address space and is assigned a
unique name. A table entry for each entry point is placed in Auth's
table of system address spaces. The table entry makes the entry point
callable: it specifies the symbolic name, the STO for the address space
which contains the entry point, and the virtual address of the entry
point within the address space.
Appendix A contains a module directory and Appendix B contains de
scriptions of each source module.
2.3.2 PROCESSOR ALLOCATION
The operating system exists to run user work. If we looked at processor
allocation over time, we would see CPU ownership toggling between system
and user code. The system gives control of the processor to a user
address space and regains its use as a result of an interruption. The
system module that allocates the processor to a particular user is the
dispatcher. The system is guaranteed to regain control of the CPU at
some point in time after dispatching a user address space. Dispatcher
processing includes setting the CPU timer with a value known as the
dispatch quantum. The timer steadily decrements the quantum while user
code executes and generates an interruption condition when the quantum
diminishes to zero. User code can neither alter the remaining quantum
nor disable the processor for interruptions, and since the user is
dispatched with the CPU enabled for timer interruptions the system ex
ternal (timer) FLIH must eventually gain control.
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Other sources of interruption while running a user include: 1) An I/O
interrupt from the console, 2) A SVC interruption generated when user
code executes an SVC instruction, presumably to request a control pro
gram service, 3) A program interruption generated for a variety of
reasons, each indicative of a severe programming error in user code,
and 4) An external interruption from the clock comparator. The clock
comparator is used to implement the SLEEP user service. The user address
space runs enabled for all of these interruptions and does not have the
capability to mask them. (In System/370, the SVC interruption and
nearly all forms of program interruption conditions are not maskable.
Those program interrupts that can be inhibited by non-privileged code
are related to arithmetic operations which, if suppressed pose no threat
to the health of the system.)
Clearly, system code will eventually regain control of the processor
after dispatching a user address space. This transition if effected
by the interruption mechanism.
2.3.3 INTERRUPTION PROCESSING
A first-level interrupt handler is a program module designed to occupy
one page of real storage. Of the six System/370 interruption classes,
two are not used by this project: machine check and restart inter
ruptions. The remaining interruption classes each have their own FLIH
(I/O, external, program and SVC).
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A FLIH is activated by a hardware-initiated PSW swap. More specif
ically, the swap consists of saving the current PSW and then replacing
the current PSW with a new PSW image. The storage addresses containing
the pre- and post-interruption PSWs are defined by System/370 archi
tecture and are assigned permanent locations in page 0 of processor
storage. Processor interruption processing stores the current PSW
at
the location assigned to the particular class of interruption. The
post-interruption PSW images (known as "interrupt new PSWs") must be
supplied by operating system software. Saving interrupt new PSWs in
page 0 is one of the first things control program software must do.
The instruction address portion of an interrupt new PSW is set to point
at the first instruction of the FLIH for that class. The interrupt new
PSWs in this project specify EC mode, DAT off. Thus, a FLIH does not
run in translate mode.
Within this project, interruption conditions may be generated when the
system is running a user or when it is running itself. In both cases,
the first thing a FLIH must do is save the contents of the general
purpose registers (and floating-point registers if the system was run
ning a user). In System/370, all storage accesses require the use of
a base register to designate an operand address. When an interruption
occurs, the register contents must be saved in main storage as
System/370 does not have two sets of registers (pre- and
post-interruption register files). One store instruction can save all
the registers, but it must designate a base (destination) address. But
in the case of interrupt processing, if a base register is established
for the store instruction before saving that register, its
pre-interruption contents are lost. This circular problem is solved
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by a System/370 addressing feature which enables a store instruction
to save all of the registers starting at any offset into real page 0
without using a base register. Having saved the registers in page 0,
the FLIH is free to use them as is wishes.
Real page 0 belongs to the program FLIH. The motivation for estab
lishing the ownership of this page will be discussed in a section on
protection. What is important to realize here is that the only module
which can write into page 0 is the program FLIH. This means the ex
ternal, SVC and I/O FLIHs will not be able to save the general regis
ters. Somehow each of these FLIHs must transfer control to program FLIH
where the registers can be saved in page 0. The technique used to
transfer control to the program FLIH is simply the generation of a
program interrupt.
To the program FLIH implemented for this project, nearly every program
interrupt spells trouble, with one exception. The System/370 Monitor
Call (MC) instruction purposely generates a program interruption. The
programmer specifies the non-privileged MC with an (arbitrary) 12-bit
operand. This operand value is stored at an assigned storage location
in real page zero as part of the interruption process. As an added
convenience, MC needs no base register which makes it ideally suited
as the means for a FLIH to transfer control to the program FLIH without
disturbing any of the general registers. Hence, the first instruction
of external, I/O and SVC FLIHs is Monitor Call, specifying a code which
identifies this as a SAVEREGS request. MC causes program FLIH to re
ceive control immediately, and the first thing it does is save the
registers in a page zero save area. It then determines this inter-
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ruption was caused by a Monitor Call. Further, it examines the MC code
in page zero identifying this as a SAVEREGS request. As the registers
have been saved as requested, it returns immediately to the calling FLIH
by replacing the current PSW with the program old PSW.
This double interruption condition is necessary to provide a high degree
of protection for page zero. It ensures there is only one module in
the system that can write to that page. Once the registers have been
saved, each FLIH proceeds with duties specific to its class of inter
rupt. Eventually a FLIH completes its function. What happens next
depends on which FLIH is running and what code was running when the
original interrupt was raised. Before describing the different sce
narios, a discussion on the privileged vs. non-privileged mode of op
eration is in order.
Of all the modules in this operating system, the program FLIH is the
only one that executes in supervisor state. (System startup code is
also privileged, but it executes only once and thereafter is not con
sidered part of the control program.) Naturally, certain operating
system functions require the issuing of privileged instructions.
Privileged operations are requested by non-privileged control program
routines through the Monitor Call instruction. The Monitor Call code
is set to indicate which privileged operation is required. The program
FLIH immediately gains control and examines the code. If the address
space requesting the operation is authorized, program FLIH performs the
privileged operation requested by the code (e.g. Start I/O might be code
11). (The authorization technique is covered later in a section on
security.) After the privileged operation has been performed, program
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FLIH returns to its caller. Note that the use of Monitor Call by a user
address space is undefined and is treated as a user program inter
ruption.
Now back to FLIH wrap-up processing. Both the external and I/O FLIHs
complete by EXITing to their respective
second- level interrupt han
dlers. If the program FLIH was running because a running user suffered
a program check, then it EXITs to an address space which terminates the
running user. If program FLIH is running because the system suffered
a program check that was not generated by a Monitor Call instruction,
program FLIH instantly shuts down the failing system. Otherwise program
FLIH performs the Monitor Call request, and may or may not return to
the caller depending on the semantics of the request. Finally, the SVC
FLIH completes its processing by
"activating"
the Authentication Rou
tine, which can be considered the SVC SLIH. The activation of Auth
requires several privileged instructions, so SVC FLIH loads some gen
eral registers with the operands for those instructions and issues a
"ACTIVATE
AUTH"
Monitor Call. Program FLIH extracts the operands from
the registers, which consist of Auth s STO, its PSW protect key value
and the virtual address of Auth's first instruction. Then it constructs
a PSW image for Auth using the supplied PSW key and instruction address,
and specifying problem state, EC mode and DAT on. Finally, it executes
a privileged instruction to load Auth's STO into control register 1,
and then issues a privileged Load PSW instruction which replaces the
current PSW with Auth's. The processor is now allocated to the
Authentication Routine's address space. Finally, notice that ACTIVATE
AUTH is an example of a Monitor Call that does not result in program
FLIH returning to its caller.
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Remember that EXIT is an SVC. When the FLIHs EXIT to another address
space, an SVC interruption is generated. This results in the activation
of SVC FLIH which ends with the scenario just described, as Auth im
plements CALL, RETURN and EXIT requests.
2.3.4 GENERAL FLOW OF CONTROL
We have seen how this system gives control to and receives control from
a user address space. What remains to be discussed is the general flow
of control through the system once it has been re-activated by an in
terrupt .
Healthy system operation consists of a sequence of CALL, CALLXMIT, RE
TURN, RETXMIT and EXIT requests as control passes from one component
to another. Control always flows towards the dispatcher. Dispatcher
is always the ultimate destination within the system. It is here that
the system either turns the processor over to a runnable user, or places
the machine into a wait state in the absence of any work. Figure 4 on
page 56 includes nearly every module of the system and illustrates how
control flows within it.
While the dispatcher is the ultimate destination, Auth is perhaps the
center of attention. Auth facilitates every major transfer of control
within the system. It also initiates system services requested by user
SVCs. Auth's mode of operation depends on the state of the system at
the time of the SVC interruption that triggered its activation. Suppose
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a running user issued an SVC. The SVC instruction has a dual role de
fined by the type of code that issued it. When a user issues an SVC,
Auth realizes the system was running a user, so this SVC must be a re
quest for a system service. Consequently, Auth searches its table of
user SVCs, looking for the requested function. On the other hand, if
the system itself was running and it issued an SVC, Auth verifies the
SVC was one of CALL/XMIT, RETURN/XMIT or EXIT. These are the only SVCs
defined to the running system. Assuming the SVC is defined, Auth 1)
performs a RETURN function if requested, or 2) searches its table of
system address spaces looking for the target of the CALL or EXIT that
must have been issued.
If Auth locates 1) a user table entry for the user-issued SVC request
or 2) the target of a CALL or EXIT request in its table of system address
spaces, Auth activates the target address space identified by the table
entry. If a table search fails, Auth terminates the user or system
depending on its caller.
Auth activates a target address space via a DISPATCH monitor call (not
to be confused with the dispatcher address space) . Program FLIH handles
DISPATCH similarly to the way it handles ACTIVATE AUTH. Auth supplies
a target address space STO, PSW key and virtual entry point address,
and program FLIH activates the target address space.
Continuing in this way, control flows from system address space to
system address space, moving steadily towards the dispatcher. Impor
tant events are logged in the trace table of system activity. The
system trace routine consists of a two page trace table and code to
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manage it. When a module wants to identify a particular event it calls
the trace routine, passing data describing the event. The trace data
is installed in the table in wrap-around fashion, i.e. the first entry
in the table is replaced by the new entry if the table is full. The
contents of the trace table are sometimes useful when analyzing system
operation or a system failure.
2.3.5 REPRESENTATION OF USER WORK: USER ADDRESS SPACE AND USER CONTROL
BLOCK
Eventually control reaches the dispatcher address space. It is here
that steps are taken to allocate the processor to user code. In this
system, a user is housed in an address space just like system code.
User code consists of any legitimate System/370 instruction stream.
This code is assigned to an address space identical in structure to a
system address space: It consists of a page or pages of user-written
code and data with a load origin of virtual
X' 10000'
and a page 0 pa
rameter page. The parameter page is used to supply data to certain of
the system service routines.
The users in this project are statically defined. They exist when the
system begins operation and are neither created nor destroyed during
its operation, i.e. this is an experimental system. The existence of
each user address space is represented by a data structure known as a
user control block (UCB) . The UCB contains:
1. chain pointers
2. general register images
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7. symbolic user name
8. scheduler priority
The dispatcher has a list of every executable UCB available to it. This
list is called the Run List. Dispatcher's job is simple: Allocate the
processor to the UCB at the head of the Run List. It does this using
a technique similar to the one used by Auth to activate a system address
space. More precisely, it extracts the user's PSW, dispatch quantum
and STO from the UCB and places these values in several of the general
registers. Then it issues a SET DISPATCH PARAMETERS Monitor Call which
activates program FLIH. Program FLIH moves the dispatch parameters
contained in the general registers to page 0 holding locations, then
returns to the dispatcher. Dispatcher loads the floating-point and
general registers from the UCB (in that order) and issues a DISPATCH
monitor call. Program FLIH automatically saves the general registers
as a result of the interruption. Then it loads control register 1 with
the STO supplied from the SET DISPATCH PARAMETERS. Program FLIH does
not disturb the floating-point registers during its operation, hence
they are intact. It reloads the general purpose registers from the page
0 savearea, and it sets the CPU timer with the dispatch quantum supplied
from the SET DISPATCH PARAMETERS. Finally, it issues a privileged Load
PSW instruction which replaces the current PSW with the user PSW image
supplied by SET DISPATCH PARAMETERS. As the user PSW specifies EC mode
with DAT on, the user address space is effectively dispatched in
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translate mode. Further, the user PSW specifies that the machine is
enabled for I/O and external interruptions. The user address space
executes until an interruption occurs. Figure 3 on page 42 depicts the
structure of a user address space.
2.3.6 AVAILABLE USER SERVICES: SLEEP, READ AND WRITE
A running user is free to request services from the control program.
This project provides three user services: SLEEP, console READ and
console WRITE. Each is requested by a executing a numbered SVC in
struction.
If a user needs to suspend its execution for a period of time, it can
block itself by executing a SLEEP SVC. Before doing so, the user places
a doubleword value in RO and Rl indicating the number of microseconds
it wishes to sleep. The Sleep address space receives control at the
SLEEP entry point as a result of the SVC. SLEEP removes the user's UCB
from the Run List and computes its wakeup time-of-day. It saves this
value in the UCB and inserts the UCB into a list of sleeping address
spaces. This list is known as the Sleep List and is maintained in
sorted order by wakeup time. The System/370 clock comparator is set
with the wakeup time for the user at the head of the Sleep List.
Clock comparator circuitry generates an external interrupt when the
current time-of-day clock matches the wakeup time-of-day. This inter
rupt results in the activation of the Sleep address space WAKEUP entry
point. WAKEUP simply dequeues the UCB at the head of the Sleep List
and passes it to the scheduler address space. Scheduler address space
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ultimately adds the UCB to the Run List (thereby unblocking it) and
returns to WAKEUP. WAKEUP restarts the clock comparator for the next
UCB on the Sleep List, if any, then EXITs to the dispatcher.
Any user address space may send messages to the system console. One
of the user address spaces is designated the system Operator address
space. The Operator is permitted to issue reads to the console to ob
tain system commands. The Operator address space differs only from a
general user address space in that it is more privileged--it can issue
certain SVCs not available to other users. For example, READ is priv
ileged. So is the SHUTDOWN SVC, which Operator issues in response to
a human operator-issued Shutdown command. SHUTDOWN terminates system
operation in an orderly fashion.
READ, WRITE and console I/O interrupt processing are performed by sep
arate entry points in the Console address space. READ and WRITE both
involve removing the user from the Run List and queueing him on the
Console List. A READ request is held pending until data becomes
available at the console. When this condition is met, a physical read
operation is initiated to the console. The data retrieved is placed
in Operator's parameter page via a call to XMIT, and then the Operator
is made runnable (is unblocked) by the scheduler. To write to the
console, the user places the message to be written in his parameter page
and puts the length of the message in RO just before issuing the WRITE
SVC. A WRITE request is queued behind other console requests, if any.
When the console display is available, the Console address space calls
XMIT to fetch the contents of the user's parameter page (thereby re
trieving a copy of the message text). A physical write operation is
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then initiated to send the user-supplied message to the display. When
the physical write operation concludes, the user is dequeued from the
Console List and run through the scheduler to unblock him (make him
dispatchable) . The Console address space concludes by EXITing to the
dispatcher.
The setting of the clock comparator by the Sleep address space and the
physical I/O operations initiated by the Console address space can only
be effected by privileged instructions. These address spaces request
these operations via the Monitor Call instruction.
2.3.7 SHARED DATA STRUCTURES: LIST ADDRESS SPACES
The operating system knows of the existence of a user by a UCB. As the
system processes a user, the user's UCB is passed from component to
component and it continually moves from one list to another. For ex
ample, consider a user who wants to sleep. His UCB is initially on the
Run List. Dispatcher retrieves a copy of his UCB from the Run List.
The user code is given control of the processor, and it executes a SLEEP
SVC. The Sleep address space receives control and moves the UCB from
the Run List to the Sleep list. When the sleep interval expires, the
Sleep address space removes the UCB from the Sleep List and passes it
to the scheduler address space. The scheduler adds the UCB to the Run
List, making it a dispatch candidate once again.
Notice that the UCB moves among disjoint address spaces. It is easy
enough for one address space to pass a UCB to another, but how is it
that one address space is able to remove a UCB from a list managed by
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code in another address space? Clearly it does not make sense that a
well-defined component such as the dispatcher should be made "callable
by an address space such as Sleep when that address space needs a UCB
from the dispatcher's Run List. Adding this function to dispatcher
increases its complexity and broadens its scope to include function
not
necessarily related to its prime purpose. Obviously the UCB is a shared
object. This project implements very safe sharing of UCBs through the
use of a new type of address space: the List Address Space.
The List Address Space is identical in structure to other system address
spaces. It has no special execution time requirements or privileges,
i.e. it is treated no differently than any other system address space.
It simply consists of code and data that constructs and maintains a
linked list of UCBs. For example, the Run List resides not inside of
the dispatcher address space, but instead resides inside the Run List
address space. The Run List address space consists of multiple entry
points: enqueue, dequeue and get dispatch UCB. Now any address space
can easily add or remove a UCB from the Run List, and the dispatcher
is provided an entry point that fetches a copy of the UCB at the head
of the Run List so it can dispatch a user.
The List Address Space concept offers several distinct advantages . It
facilitates the sharing of an object in a clean, centrally managed way.
It moves all of the logic involving linked list maintenance to one
module. This is important because it eliminates the need to repeat list
management code in other modules (which necessarily reduces the com
plexity of those modules). Moving all list management code to one ad
dress space virtually eliminates the possibility that a list will be
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improperly constructed. Since the List Address Space is highly spe
cialized, its operations are concise and can be tested exhaustively to
ensure its implementation is correct. Finally ; the functions of each
List Address Space entry point can be tailored specifically to the type
of organization required by a particular list representation. For ex
ample, the entry point to add a UCB to a list might be priority queuing
in one List address space and straight FIFO in another.
2.4 SECURITY AND PROTECTION MECHANISMS
2.4.1 ENFORCING DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: THE AUTHORIZATION LIST
The introduction proposes that Auth validate every transfer of control
from one operating system module to another. Auth does exactly this
for every transfer which explicitly specifies a target address space
(CALL/XMIT and EXIT) . Each entry in the table of system address spaces
contains the symbolic name of an address space entry point, the address
space STO, its PSW key and the entry point virtual address. It also
contains an authorization list. The authorization list consists of a
count field followed by a (possibly empty) list of STOs that are au
thorized to call this entry point. If the count field is zero, the
entry point is considered public. An example of a public address space
is the system trace routine. Any module of the system may place an
entry in the trace table. If the count is non-zero, it indicates the
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number of STOs in the authorization list. Auth has access to a caller's
STO. When it locates the target of a call and that address space is
not public, Auth searches the authorization list looking for the
caller's STO. If it finds a match, it completes the call
sequence.
Otherwise, Auth terminates the system.
Each table entry is constructed manually when a new address space and/or
entry point is added to the system. Similarly, an existing entry is
manually updated when a heretofore unauthorized CALL becomes valid.
As a result, the structure of the entire system is described and en
forced by Auth's table of system address spaces.
2.4.2 RESTRICTING USER ACCESS TO CONTROL PROGRAM SERVICES
The system services made available to users through SVC requests are
controlled in a similar fashion. Although most user services in a
system would be public, this system provides several for use by only
one user, the Operator address space. Each available user SVC service
is represented as an entry in Auth's table of user services. The format
of each entry is identical to a system address space table entry, except
that the symbolic name is replaced by the SVC number. Using the same
logic, Auth searches the user table in response to an SVC request,
looking for a match on SVC number. If Auth can't find the SVC it ter
minates the user. Otherwise it examines the authorization list and
invokes the service if it is public or the caller is authorized. An
unauthorized caller is terminated.
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The authorization technique allows users of varying privileges to be
added to the system. It is conceivable that this technique could be
used to create a power structure consisting of sets of users. Each set
would denote certain services, and each member would be authorized to
use all of the services defined by the set. A user could belong to more
than one set, thus broadening its capabilities.
2.4.3 RESTRICTING THE USE OF MONITOR CALL SERVICES
The program FLIH must guard the use of the privileged instructions it
implements via the Monitor Call request. The method of enforcement is
not as elaborate as that used by Auth, but it is equally effective.
Very few of the control program routines make use of privileged in
structions. Consequently, the authorization list method offers more
power than is needed as there would be few lists, each containing only
one or two entries. It seems sensible enough then to simply check the
caller's identity at the start of each Monitor Call routine in program
FLIH. Program FLIH knows all of the STOs authorized to use all of its
services. The caller's STO is checked only against the STOs of the
address spaces authorized to request this service. In effect, program
FLIH does search an authorization list, but the list is replaced by
simple compare and branch logic as opposed to a search. Still, this
method is effective. If program FLIH detects an unauthorized caller
it terminates the system.
2.4.4 PREVENTING THE DESTRUCTION OF STORAGE BY FLIHS
The protection of storage through the use of DAT has been discussed at
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length. However, not all of the operating system modules execute with
DAT on: the FLIHs execute with DAT off. (The reason for this is that
a FLIH gains control as a result of an interruption which replaces the
current PSW but does not alter the STO in control register 1. If an
interrupt new PSW specified DAT on, the FLIH would have to be mapped
into the interrupted address space's virtual storage. Since inter
ruptions occur when running a user or system address space, each FLIH
that could be activated while a particular address space is active would
have to be mapped into that address space. The fact that an inter
ruption can occur when the system is idle further complicates this is
sue, as there is no active address space in this state. This problem
could be solved given an interruption mechanism that reloads control
register 1. This is not a System/370 feature, so a decision has been
made to allow FLIHs to execute with DAT off.) As a result, a FLIH has
the ability to access every byte of processor-addressable storage.
Storage protection in the DAT off CPU mode of operation is provided
through the use of storage protect keys. Each FLIH is assigned its own
key, i.e. SVC FLIH runs with key 1, external FLIH is key 2, I/O FLIH
is key 3 and program FLIH runs with key 4. This is sufficient to prevent
one FLIH from damaging the storage of another. To protect the remainder
of the system from destruction by a FLIH, every page allocated to a
system address space is assigned key 5, while every page of a user ad
dress space is assigned key 6. Since program FLIH needs to modify page
0, page 0 is assigned a protect key of 4. Consequently, none of the
other FLIHs can alter page 0. A module can read storage in a page as
signed a key different from its PSW protect key, but it can not write
to a page unless storage key and PSW key are in agreement.
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SVC, external and I/O FLIHs need to pass information to their corre
sponding SLIH. They do this by placing data in the SLIH's parameter
page and EXITing to the SLIH. To facilitate this, the SLIH parameter
page is assigned a key that matches its FLIH PSW key. Since none of
the SLIHs presently need to write to their parameter page, they can
execute under key 5. Therefore, a FLIH can not alter the remaining
pages of its SLIH address space. Figure 5 on page 69 summarizes the
use of storage keys.
Finally there is the matter of saving a user's state in his UCB as a
result of an interruption. This is accomplished by the Run List address
space. Program FLIH saves the user's state in page 0 when an inter
ruption occurs. It would ideally save this information in the user's
UCB, but it has no way of accessing the UCB. So it moves the user's
state information to a private page 0 user savearea and continues normal
system operation. Eventually (and before a new user is dispatched)
control must reach the Run List address space. When this happens, Run
List address space moves the saved user state data from page 0 to the
most recently dispatched UCB, thereby saving the user's environment.
To do this, page 0 is mapped read-only into the Run List address space
at virtual page 2.
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2.5 ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The method of operating system organization proposed by this thesis
works well. It encourages a design consisting of well-defined modules
and clearly-established relationships among the components. The pro
tection mechanisms were extremely helpful during the implementation
phase. In several cases protection exceptions were raised because
modules had been designed to refer to data they did not own. In these
cases I had clearly strayed from my design objectives, usually by making
the assumption that a module would be able to directly use an object
that turned out to reside in another address space.
This control program is largely an experiment in the use of virtual
storage. It does not provide a functionally rich user programming en
vironment. Rather, it provides an operative core that stands as proof
of the proposal's feasibility. Extending the system's function and
usability is an obvious enhancement opportunity.
Authorization list maintenance could become unwieldy in a system con
sisting of many modules. It is conceivable that these lists could be
constructed automatically. The structure of the system could be ex
pressed as a directed graph G=(V,E), where V is a set of nodes, each
representing a functional module and E is the set of edges linking the
nodes in V. (The edge set E actually describes the module-to-module
relationships ultimately encoded as authorization lists.) Ideally such
a graphical representation would be implemented at a very high level,
e.g. pictorially. A pictorial description would likely be the best way
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to convey and represent the structure of the control program. Further,
the diagram could be used as input to a procedure which generates the
authorization lists implied by the graph.
The present authorization list implementation is based on an inclusion
property. In cases where a module is authorized for use by all but a
few routines, it would make more sense to incorporate a list reflecting
exclusion. This would make it possible to code only the unauthorized
address spaces in an authorization list.
Another area for improvement lies beyond the system and is concerned
with the linkage editor. The system consists of source modules that
are assembled to produce text files. Using VM/SP system generation
utilities, an IPLable reader spool file is created which consists of
an IPLable linkage editor followed by the system text files. Thus, a
virtual card deck is constructed, and the system is loaded by IPLing
the virtual card reader. The IPL sequence loads linkage editor boot
strap code which reads in the remaining cards of the linkage editor.
Once it has established itself in main storage, the linkage editor reads
each text deck of system code from the reader into memory. The editor
resolves external references, relocating them relative to real location
0. As a result, an address constant embedded in a source module is
relocated to reflect a real address. Unfortunately, the code that uses
this real address runs in translate mode, which results in an attempt
to use a real address to reference a location in its virtual storage.
In other words, the editor has no provision for relocating relative to
the start of the address space which contains the address constant.
It should be modified to detect a text deck of an address space and
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reset its relocation factor to reflect the virtual base address of the
module (containing the address constant) within its address space.
This linkage editor deficiency is a very serious problem. What it re
ally means is that source code written for an address space cannot
contain address constants. This means that some type of data structures
must be implemented "differently". For example, consider a stack.
Ideally the source module would contain an address constant represent
ing the last stack location so stack-full conditions could be easily
detected. Unfortunately, the address constant seen by the running
program, i.e. the address relocated by the linkage editor reflects the
real address of the end of the stack--a completely useless value for
purposes of bounds checking. An alternative implementation used in this
project is to express stack-full as the maximum number of available
stack entries . The stack depth is maintained as a count of the number
of entries, and stack manipulation is performed by converting the count
into an offset an indexing into the stack off its base address . Another
problem occurs with linked lists. Statically allocated list chains
cannot be established at load time because, once again, the chain
pointers reflect real, not virtual, addresses. One solution is to in
clude extra code that runs only the first time the module that maintains
the list executes, and that code has the task of linking the list with
pointers calculated using a similar indexing technique (i.e. using the
base address of the first node and the size of a node to compute the
virtual address of successive nodes). This linkage editor deficiency
results in inelegant and more expensive implementations for otherwise
primitive operations like stack push/pop.
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Some very nice enhancements could be achieved by augmenting System/370
machine architecture. It was mentioned that an architectural change
to the interrupt mechanism to facilitate control register 1 swaps would
allow the first-level interrupt handlers to be placed in private address
spaces. This would eliminate the need to use storage keys to prevent
one component from damaging the storage of another; DAT would provide
this protection in full. Storage keys could be used to partition and
protect the contents of an address space, which could help protect an
address space from internal damage.
System performance could be improved if the use of privileged in
structions by address space was programmable and controlled by the
processor microroutines . Instead of having program FLIH issue all of
the privileged operations, System/370 could be enhanced to make an in
struction available to certain address spaces (resulting in a new
semi-privileged instruction class). This conceptually simple change
could be implemented by comparing the STO in control register 1 with a
firmware list of the STOs authorized to issue a particular instruction.
Thus, the meaning of supervisor state now blurs, as an address space
can execute a (formerly privileged) instruction so long as it is au
thorized, regardless of the mode of the machine. This enhancement would
significantly reduce the volume of program interruptions experienced
by the current design.
A third extension to the architecture would be to lift the minimum
length requirements imposed on segment and page tables. The virtual
storage requirements of each address space tend to be small, on the
order of several pages. Yet much of the real storage allocated to
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segment and page tables is wasted defining uninstalled segments/pages.
Lifting minimum length requirements on these structures results in less
storage waste.
In spite of these improvements this control program is very expensive
to run. Almost the entire system runs in translate mode which slows
everything down. DAT table fetches occur at a very high frequency,
increasing main memory utilization. The presence of a translation
lookaside buffer is certainly helpful, but it must be of adequate size.
Certainly a good area for future work is in determining how severely
this design is penalized by the DAT process, and investigating ways of
reducing this penalty (either architecturally or otherwise) .
The control transfer primitives are also very expensive. For example,
an operating system CALL results in the activation of two first-level
interrupt handlers (one of which is activated several times) and four
address spaces. Changing to a different address space is expensive
because several interrupts are generated, DAT is reconfigured several
times and authorization must be performed at two different levels . Some
speedup can be gained by moving AUTH to microcode. Additional speedup
could be gained if the SVC interrupt associated with a control transfer
request could be eliminated. It seems likely that a new instruction
could be invented that would activate AUTH directly for a CALL, RETURN
or EXIT request.
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GLOSSARY
ADDRESS SPACE: 1: The set of all storage addresses accessible to the
currently executing program. The entire set of addresses is either real
or virtual, depending on the mode of CPU operation. 2: An entity de
fined by a segment table and zero or more page tables. Typically, an
address space has page frames of real storage allocated to it, and these
pages contain program code and/or data or both. 3: A dispatchable unit
of work.
AUTHENTICATION ROUTINE: A module of the operating system that deter
mines whether requested access for a system service or object is au
thorized, and that subsequently grants or denies access to the service
or object.
AUTHORIZATION LIST: A list of the address spaces authorized to access
a system service or object. Authorization lists are components of the
authentication routine, and one authorization list exists for each
system service and object.
CALL: A control transfer primitive which results in the activation of
an entry point in a target address space.
CALLXMIT: A control transfer primitive which augments normal CALL
processing by including an activation of the Transmitter Module to copy
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the contents of the sender's parameter page to the receiver's. The
transmit operation is performed before the CALL.
CONTROL BLOCK: A contiguous packet of bytes resembling a structure
(i.e. consisting of one or more fields) and organized according to a
programmer-defined template.
CONTROL REGISTER 0: A System/370 register accessible only in supervi
sor state and containing, among other things, the DAT translation for
mat .
CONTROL REGISTER 1: A System/370 register accessible only in supervi
sor state and containing the length and starting address of the active
segment table.
DAT MODE BIT: A field (bit 5) in an EC mode PSW which controls whether
DAT is engaged.
DAT OFF: A mode of CPU operation where instruction and operand ad
dresses are considered real and are not subject to DAT; specified by
setting the PSW DAT mode bit to 0.
DAT ON: A mode of CPU operation where virtual-to-real address trans
lation is mandatory and is specified by setting the PSW DAT mode bit
to 1.




DISPATCH QUANTUM: A time interval defining the maximum length of time
a user address space may hold the processor.
DISPATCHER: That module of the operating system that selects an address
space from a list of dispatchable candidates and subsequently relin
quishes CPU control to the selected address space.
DUMP: A copy of the contents of main storage, sometimes printed but
usually written to an external storage device, e.g. disk or tape.
DYNAMIC ADDRESS TRANSLATION (DAT) : A System/370 CPU feature that im
plements virtual to real address translation, thereby providing the
basis for a virtual storage environment. Given a virtual address and
translation tables, and using a predefined translation algorithm, DAT
yields a corresponding real address, or notifies the control program
(via an interrupt) that the translation cannot be completed.
EC (EXTENDED CONTROL) MODE: A mode of CPU operation which makes DAT
available and is specified by setting the PSW control mode bit (bit 12)
to one.
EXIT: A control transfer primitive which results in the activation of
a target address space; it differs from CALL in that no return linkage
is saved.
FIRST-LEVEL INTERRUPT HANDLER (FLIH): Program code executed directly
as a result of a hardware interrupt. Activation is synchronous or
asynchronous, depending on the interrupt class. FLIH responsibilities
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include saving the machine state and activating the
appropriate
second-level interrupt handler.
INTERRUPT: An immediate alteration in the normal instruction process
ing sequence, triggered by external events and effected by a hardware
PSW swap .
I/O INTERRUPT: In System/370, the interrupt class used by channel
hardware to alert the software to the occurrence of an input/output
event within the channel subsystem.
IPL (INITIAL PROGRAM LOAD): A System/370 operation carried out in
microcode which performs a read operation to a select device for pur
poses of retrieving a channel program and PSW which presumably loads a
bootstrap program capable of reading in the remainder of the program
being IPLed. At the conclusion of I/O activity during the IPL sequence,
the IPL PSW replaces the current PSW.
KEY-CONTROLLED PROTECTION: A storage protection scheme based on the
use of "keys". In System/370, each page frame of storage has an asso
ciated 4-bit storage key, set by a privileged instruction. The program
status word also contains a key set by a privileged instruction. In
general, each storage reference made by a running program is checked
by the CPU. For store operations (and under some circumstances fetch
operations), storage access is denied unless the PSW key value matches
the storage key of the page frame being referenced.
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MONITOR CALL: A System/370 instruction which generates a program in
terrupt and provides the control program with a 12 -bit code which in
this project identifies a service request. The numbered service re
quests require the execution of privileged instructions.
MONOLITHIC MONITOR: An operating system that runs completely disabled
for asynchronous interrupt classes. Synchronous events, e.g. program
and supervisor call interrupts are permitted in designs of this type.
PAGE FRAME: A unit of main storage organization, spanning 4096 bytes
and aligned on a 4K boundary. The page frame is the unit of storage
managed by a virtual storage operating system. It typically has an
associated storage key and referenced/changed indicators, the latter
feature being of use to storage management routines.
PAGE TABLE: A control block used by dynamic address translation. It
contains entries for each page of a segment of virtual storage; each
entry identifies the real page frame associated with an address in that
segment, or indicates the address does not presently have a page frame
assigned to it.
PFRA (PAGE FRAME REAL ADDRESS): A PTE field specifying (a portion of)
the real address of the the physical page assigned to a virtual address.
PROBLEM STATE: A mode of CPU operation in which only those instructions
designated non-privileged are available to the running program.
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PROCESS: A dispatchable entity, consisting of a saved program counter
image, a saved register image, miscellaneous saved state information
and executable code and optionally data. In a virtual storage envi
ronment, the definition includes a description of the process address
space, i.e. page and segment tables.
PSW (PROGRAM STATUS WORD): In System/370, a processor register con
taining the address of the next instruction to be executed and status
bits defining the current mode(s) of CPU operation (condition code,
interrupt masks, etc.)
PTE (PAGE TABLE ENTRY): An element of a page table providing a page
frame real address (PFRA) and a valid/ invalid indicator.
PTL (PAGE TABLE LENGTH) : A STE field specifying the length of the page
table corresponding to this segment.
PTO (PAGE TABLE ORIGIN): A STE field specifying (a portion of) the real
address of the page table for a virtual address .
REAL ADDRESS: An address generated by a running program not subject
to dynamic address translation, or the address resulting from the ap
plication of DAT to a virtual address. Each real address designates
exactly one byte of physical processor storage.
RELOCATE MODE: See translate mode.
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RETURN: A control transfer primitive which results the reactivation
of the calling address space.
RETXMIT: A control transfer primitive which augments RETURN processing
by including an activation of the Transmitter module to copy the re
turning module's parameter page to the caller's. The transmit is per
formed before RETURN processing.
RUN LIST: The list of dispatchable UCBs.
SAVE-AREA: A control block used typically for the saving of the machine
registers .
SCHEDULER: An operating system module that implements a
task-sequencing policy, often striving to achieve the dual goal of
maximizing throughput and minimizing response time.
SECOND-LEVEL INTERRUPT HANDLER (SLIH): Code executed immediately after
a FLIH whose primary responsibility is to analyze the source of the
interruption and react accordingly. An example would be an I/O SLIH
which determines that a device that has pending I/O requests has become
available (as would be indicated by status associated with the I/O in
terruption) . Part of SLIH operation would be to restart the device with
the next queued request.
SEGMENT: A unit of virtual storage organization. A segment consists
of up to sixteen 4096-byte pages. System/370 defines protection at the
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segment level; if necessary a segment can be protected from store op
erations .
SEGMENT TABLE: A control block used by dynamic address translation.
It contains an entry for each segment of an address space; each entry
points at the page table which further describes the pages of the seg
ment, or indicates the segment does not presently have any pages as
signed to it.
SEGMENT TABLE REGISTER: A control register through which dynamic ad
dress translation proceeds. The segment table register points at the
segment table for the active address space.
STE (SEGMENT TABLE ENTRY): An element of a segment table providing the
length and real address segment's page table.
STL (SEGMENT TABLE LENGTH): A field in control register 1 which spec
ifies the length of the active segment table in units of 16 STEs .
STO (SEGMENT TABLE ORIGIN): A field in control register 1 which spec
ifies the real address of the active segment table.
STORAGE KEY: A 6-bit register assigned to each page frame of real
storage, consisting of a four-bit key field, one bit for reference re
cording and one bit for change recording. The key field is used by the
CPU to validate storage access requests (see key-controlled




SUPERVISOR CALL (SVC): A System/370 instruction that, when executed
results in the generation of a supervisor call interrupt.
SUPERVISOR STATE: A mode of CPU operation in which every instruction
defined in the machine's instruction set, both privileged and and
non-privileged, is usable.
SYSTEM/370: A machine -independent architecture developed by Interna
tional Business Machines Corporation and implemented by a wide range
of that company's computer systems.
TRANSLATE MODE: A mode of CPU operation in which program generated
addresses are considered virtual and are subject to dynamic address
translation. In System/370, translate mode is engaged by setting the
DAT bit in the PSW to one.
TRANSLATION FORMAT: The specification of the structure of a virtual
address, specified by a bit field in control register 0 and used by DAT
to isolate the segment, page and byte indexes of a virtual address.
TRANSMITTER MODULE: A module of the operating system that facilitates
inter-address space communication. It moves data from one address space
to another.
USER CONTROL BLOCK (UCB): A data structure representing a user address




VIRTUAL ADDRESS: An address used by a program running in translate mode
to refer to a byte of storage. A virtual address is subject to dynamic
address translation, and may or may not map to a real main storage lo
cation at an arbitrary point in time.
VIRTUAL STORAGE: In this project, the storage that a function running
in an address space would appear to own. The function logically owns
a virtual storage bounded by the virtual addresses defined through its
segment and page tables. These virtual addresses map to different real
addresses; consequently virtual pages of the address space map to dif
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Ensure the address space requesting a service is an author
ized user of that service.
Implement transfer of control primitives: CALL, RETURN and
EXIT.
Invoke the Transmitter Module when CALLXMIT or RETXMIT is
issued.
Console Address Space.
Provide support for the system console.
READ entry point: Facilitate the user-issued console READ
SVC.
WRITE entry point: Facilitate the user-issued console WRITE
SVC.
IOINT entry point:
Second- level I/O interrupt handler; handle
interrupts from the console.
DATABLES DAT Tables.
Contains segment and page tables for every address space
(system and user) of the control program.
DSP Dispatcher.
Dispatch user address spaces or place the system into an idle
wait state if it is temporarily out of work.
EXTFLIH External First-Level Interrupt Handler.
Respond directly to external interruptions.
Activate the external second- level interrupt handler if the
interrupt is identifiable.
EXTSLIH External Second-Level Interrupt Handler.
Handles timer-related events:
Clock Comparator: Activate the WAKEUP entry point of the
Sleep Address Space.
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CPU Timer: Notify the scheduler of time-slice end for a user.
IOFLIH I/O First-Level Interrupt Handler.
Respond directly to an I/O interrupt by activating the IOINT
entry point of the Console Address Space.
OPERATOR Operator Address Space.
Analyzes and executes human operator command requests entered
at the console.
PGMFLIH Program First-Level Interrupt Handler.
Respond immediately to program interruptions:
Initiates termination processing for a user who program
checked;
Shuts the system down in the event of a program check in
system code;
Perform privileged operations requested via Monitor Call.
RLAS Run List Address Space.
Manage the list of dispatchable UCBs :
ENQUEUE entry point: Add a UCB to the Run List with priority
queuing based on the value of the UCB priority field;
DEQUEUE entry point: Remove the UCB at the head of the Run
List;
GETDUCB (Get Dispatch UCB) entry point: Fetch a copy of the
first UCB on the Run List.
SCH Scheduler.
Schedule a UCB for execution:
TSEND (Time Slice End) entry point: Re-schedule a running
user who consumed his dispatch quantum;
ROUSE entry point: Schedule a user whose sleep interval just
expired;
IODONE entry point: Schedule a user whose console request
just completed.
SHUTDOWN Shutdown Address Space
Terminates the running system in response to the operator
SHUTDOWN command.
SLAS Sleep List Address Space.
Manage the list of sleeping UCBs:
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ENQUEUE entry point: Add a UCB to the Sleep List using pri
ority queuing based on wakeup time-of-day.
DEQUEUE entry point: Remove the UCB at the head of the Sleep
List.
SLEEP Sleep Address Space.
Facilitate user-issued SLEEP SVC:
SLEEP entry point: Put a user to Sleep (add him to the Sleep
List) for the number of microseconds he requested.
WAKEUP entry point: Driven by a timer interruption; remove
the user at the head of the Sleep List and schedule him to
run again. Restart the timer for the next sleeping user.
STARTUP System Startup Code.
Initialize control registers, storage keys, timers, etc. and
EXIT to the Dispatcher to place the system into operation.
SVCFLIH Supervisor Call First-Level Interrupt Handler.
Respond immediately to SVC interruption by activating the
Authentication Routine.
TLAS Terminate List Address Space.
Manage the list of terminated users by adding the UCB for a
dead user on the Terminate List.
TRACE System Trace Routine.
Insert the trace entry supplied by the caller into the system
trace table.
TRU Terminate Running User.
Remove the UCB for a user who program checked from the Run
List and have his UCB added to the Terminate List.
USERN User n Address Space; 1 <= n <= 5 .
Each user address space represents a unit of dispatchable
work for the system.
XMIT Transmitter Module.
Copy the contents of the sender's parameter page to the re
s .
In addition, most of these modules have an accompanying parameter page.
These are included in the source listing appendix.
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FILE: APP COPY Ml (QAU500) 11/01/86 14:49:04
-COPY APP
Copy file: APP
- Authentication Routine's Parameter Page Format.
Purpose: Provide a layout of the data in the Authentication
routine's parameter page.
















































System processing state: See SYSTATE
Unused
SVC interrupt code
STO @ time of interrupt
Resume virtual address








































FILE: EQUATES COPY Ml (QAU500) 11/22/86 15:29:42 PAGE 1
'COPY EQUATES
Copy file: EQUATES
Purpose: Define commonly used (and in many cases public) symbols.
Used by: Any module.
SPACE






















































* The follow ing are also indices into a br
ACTAUTH EQU 0 Monitor Call code:
SDP EQU 1 Monitor Call code:
DISPATCH EQU -2 Monitor Call code :
ABEND EQU 3 Monitor Call code:
BIND EQU 4 Monitor Call code:
DETACH EQU 5 Monitor Call code:
SCK EQU 6 Monitor Call code:
IDLE EQU 7 Monitor Call code:
SAVEREGS EQU 8 Monitor Call Code:
C0NSI0 EQU 9 Monitor Call Code:
PURGECON EQU 10 Monitor Call Code:
SHUTSYS EQU
SPACE





























































FILE: EQUATES COPY Ml (QAU500) 11/22/86 15:29:42 PAGE 2









System is running a user
System is running a module of itself
System is in a no-work idle wait state




















- Prefixed Storage Area
" Purpose: Associate symbolic names with low-core assigned storage
" locations and page 0 variables .
i.
- Used by: Modules that need to access low storage and/or page 0:
" - System initialization code
" - First-level interrupt handlers
SPACE
System/370 Assigned Storage Locations used by this Control Program
Note: > Consult S/370 Principles of Operation for complete
description of assigned storage locations.
+0 +2 +4 +6 +8 +A +C +E
-I- + + + + + + + +
\ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I \
\ I I I I I I I I I \ External Old PSW |
| SVC Old PSW | Program Old PSW |
I I I I I I I I I I I I/O Old PSW |
I CSW | CAW | / / / / |
\ I I I I I I I I I \ External New PSW |
| SVC New PSW | Program New PSW |
I I I I I I I I I I I I/O New PSW |
+ + + + + + + +
I ////// /I EC |/ / | SC |/ / | PC |
+ -+ + + + + + +
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I MC |/ / |
\ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I \
I I I I I I I I I I I I l\ IC | / / / / |
EC = External interrupt code.
SC = SVC interrupt code.
PC = Program interrupt code.
MC = Monitor Call code.-
IC = Interrupting I/O Device Address
All storage following MC up to the Page 0 Variables section is
unused.
" Page 0 Variables for use by the Control Program:


































































































































| Savearea for |
+ Floating-Point +
I Registers |
| CPU Timer Savearea | SYSTATE | SYSSTO |
| SYSPSW | DUCBRA | USRSTO |
| USRPSW | USRTIMER |
IINTSTATE |INTCREG1 | SAVPSW |
I I

























































External interrupt old PSW
Supervisor Call interrupt old PSW
Program interrupt old PSW
Machine Check interrupt old PSW (Not Used)
I/O interrupt old PSW
Channel Status Word
Channel Address Word
External interrupt new PSW
Supervisor Call interrupt new PSW
Program interrupt new PSW
Machine Check interrupt new PSW (Not Used)













































































































System processing state (only 1st byte. . .
System module STO
System module dispatch PSW
Real address of dispatched user's UCB
Dispatched user's STO
Dispatch PSW for running user
User's CPU Timer value at dispatch
System processing state @ interrupt point
Control register 1 @ interrupt point
Saves user PSW @ interrupt point
Saves user general registers @ interrupt
Saves user floating point registers



















FILE: SERV COPY Ml (QAU500) 11/13/86 21:11:12 PAGE 1
'COPY SERV
Copy file: SERV User/System SERVice Table Entry Format.
Purpose: Provide a template describing the format of an entry in
one of two tables defined in and referenced by the
Authentication routine. Each table entry denotes the
existence of either a system module or a user service
provided by a module or modules of the system.
Used by: The Authentication routine only.
SPACE
+0 +2 +4 +6
Offset: + + + + +
X'O'
| SERVID | SERVASTO |












'Note: (+8 - SERVKEY
Requested service identifier
Pointer to service's STO
PSW storage key for running address space
Virtual address of service entry point
# of authorized users











































- User Control Block.
Purpose: Retain information describing the state and features of
a user address space.
Used by: Modules that need to access the very information that
defines a user's address space:
- First-level interrupt handlers
- Various user service routines














































































DS A Pointer to next UCB
DS A Pointer to previous UCB
DS 16F General purpose registers
DS 8F Floating-point registers
DS D User's dispatch PSW
DS D User's CPU Timer quantum
DS CL8 Symbolic name of this user
DS A Real STO for this UCB
DS XL1 User's runlist enqueue priority
priorities by urgency of associated event:
EQU
X'80'
Priority: Waking up (Highest priority)
EQU
X'40'
Priority: Done with I/O (2nd highest prty)
EQU
X'20'
Priority: Time Slice End (lowest priority)
EQU -'--UCB
UCB00010
UCB00020
UCB00030
UCB00040
UCB00050
UCB00060
UCB00070
UCB00080
UCB00090
UCB00100
UCB00110
UCB00120
UCB00130
UCB00140
UCB00150
UCB00160
UCB00170
UCB00180
UCB00190
UCB00200
UCB00210
UCB00220
UCB00230
UCB00240
UCB00250
UCB00260
UCB00270
UCB00280
UCB00290
UCB00300
UCB00310
UCB00320
UCB00330
UCB00340
UCB00350
UCB00360
UCB00370
UCB00380
UCB00390
UCB00400
UCB00410
UCB00420
UCB00430
UCB00440
UCB00450
UCB00460
UCB00470
UCB00480
UCB00490
UCB00500
UCB00510
UCB00520
UCB00530
UCB00540
UCB00550
